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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we investigate he positive solution of nonlinear nonlocal porous medium 
equation ut -Aum = auP f~ uq dx with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition and positive initial 
value u0(x), where m > 1, p, q > 0. Under appropriate hypotheses, we establish the local existence 
and uniqueness of a positive classical solution, and obtain that the solution either exists globally or 
blows up in finite time by utilizing sub and super solution techniques. Furthermore, we yield the 
blow-up rate, i.e., there exist two positive constants C1, C2 such that 
C1 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-D < max_ u(x,t)  < C2 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-1) ,
xE~2 
where p + q > m > 1, T* is the blow-up time of u(x,t).  © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we investigate the Posit ive solution of the following nonl inear nonlocal  porous 
med ium equation: 
- Aum = au  p /^u q dx,  x E f~, t > O, ut  
u(x, t) = o, x ~ Of~, t > o, (1.1) 
u(z, 0) = u0(x), x c ~, 
where f~ C R N is a bounded domain with sufficiently smooth  boundary  01"/, a > 0, m > 1, p _> 0, 
q>0.  
P rob lem (1.1) arises in the study of the flow of a fluid through a porous med ium with an 
integral source (see [1,2]) and in the study of populat ion dynamics (see [3]). 
Porous med ium equat ions w i th /w i thout  source have been studied extensively under various 
types of init ial boundary  condit ions since the early 1970s by a large number  of authors (see 
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[1,2,4-8]). Recently, Aderson and Deng [9] considered the following one-dimension problem: 
ut = ((um)~ + Cu~). + aullull~ -1, x e (0, 1), t > 0, 
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, t > 0, (1.2) 
u(x, O) = uo(x), x e [0, 1]. 
They proved that the solution of (1.2) blows up in finite time for large data Uo(X) provided that 
p > max{l,  max{m, n}}, however, they did not consider the blow-up rate. 
Deng, Duan and Xie [10] studied the following problem: 
l 
m j~_ uq ut - (u )~x = a dx, 
l 
u( - l ,  t) = u(l, t) = O, 
u(z ,  o) = 
z c (0,1), t>0,  
t>O,  
xc  [-z,t}, 
(1.3) 
with l > 0, a > 0, and q > m > 1. They obtained that the solution of (1.3) either exists globally 
or blows up in the whole domain. Moreover, they yielded that ( T '  denotes the blow-up time) 
C1 (T' - t) -1/(q-1) < max u(x , t )  < C2 (T' - t) -1/(q-1) . 
- xe[-l,z] 
We point out that in case of m = 1, equation in (1.1) becomes a semilinear equation, which has 
been studied by many authors (see [11-13]). By using a self-similar subsolution method Souplet 
[12] proved that if p = 0, q > 1 or p >_ 1, q > 0 then the solution of (1.1) (m = 1) blows up in 
finite time provided that uo(x) is sufficiently large. In case of m = 1, p = 0, q > 1, Souplet [13] 
showed that the solution of (1.1) is global blow-up and the limit 
t--.T"lim (T" - t) 1/(q-1) u (x , t )  = tlim,, (T"  - t) 1/(q-1) lu(t) loo = [(q - 1)lf l l] -1 / (q -1)  
converges uniformly on compact subsets of f ,  where T" denotes the blow-up time. 
Assume that uo(x) C L°° ( f ) ,  we can show that (1.1) admits a weak solution u E L°~(~ x [0, T]) 
by similar arguments as done by Anderson and Deng [9]. To prove (1.1) has a positive classical 
solution, we need to add some assumptions as follows: 
(H1) uo(x) C C2+~(f)  N C(ft) for some 0 < a < 1, uo(x) >_ 0 in f ,  -~  < 0; 
(H2) (compatibil ity condition) uo(z) = O, Aup  + au p fn  u q dx = 0 on 0af; 
(H3) Au~ + au~ fa u] dz > O, x e f ,  
where ~ is the unit outer normal vector on 0 f .  
Throughout this paper, a function u(x, t) is called a classical solution of problem (1.1) if 
u E C2'1(f~ × (0, T)) AC(gt x [0, T)) for some T, 0 < T < +oo, and satisfies (1.1). I fT  = +co, 
v(x, t) is called a global solution of (1.1). 
Under Hypotheses (H1)-(H3), we will show that (1.1) admits a positive classical solution. We 
obtain the following. 
(i) In case of p + q < m or p + q -- m and a is sufficiently small, then there exists a global 
positive classical solution. 
(ii) In case of p + q > m, then the solution either blows up in finite t ime if initial value uo(x) 
is sufficiently large or exists globally provided that u0 (x) is sufficiently small. 
Furthermore, suppose that uo(x) satisfies the following. 
(H4) There exists a constant 5 >_ 50 such that 
+ - +q _> o, 
where 50 -- ([gtla(p + q - 1) / (m - 1))((q + m - 1)/(p + 2q - 1)) (p+2q-1)/(p+q-1). 
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Then we can yield the blow-up rate, i.e., there exist two positive constants C1, C2 such that 
C 1 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-1) ~_ maxu(x , t )  < C2 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-1) 
xE~ - -  
where T* is the blow-up time of u(x, t). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the local existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of problem (1.1). Results pertaining to global solution and blowing up in finite 
time for problem (1.1) are presented in Section 3, and in Section 4, result regarding blow-up rate 
for problem (1.1) is established. 
2. LOCAL EX ISTENCE 
Set QT = R × (O,T), Qt = R x (O,t), 0 < t < T < +co, and QT, (~t be their respective 
closures. We first give the following comparison lemma whose proof can be found in [14]. (A 
careful reading of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [14] shows that the condition d(x,t) > 0 can be 
relaxed by d(x, t) >_ 0.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that c~(x, t)(i = 1, 2, 3) are bounded continuous functions for x E ~ and 
c2(x,t) > O, c3(x,t) > 0, d(x,t)  > 0 in QT. I fw(x , t )  E C2'I(RT) N C(QT) and satisfies 
wt -d (x , t )Aw >_ C l (Z , t )w+ca(x , t ) /oc2(z , t )w(x , t )dx  , (x,t) E QT, 
w(z, t )  > o, (z,t) E OR x (O,T), 
w(z, O) > O, z • (~, 
then w(x, t) > 0 on QT. 
To investigate the local existence of the classical solution of problem (1.1), we begin by intro- 
ducing some transformations. Let u m = v, ~- = mr, then (1.1) becomes 
v ,=vr (AvTavP l fvq ldx) , j~  x•~,  v>0,  
V(X,T)=O, x•0R,  v>0,  (2.1) 
v(z, 0) = vo(z),  x e h, 
where 0 < r = (m-  1)/m < 1, Pl = p/m,  ql = q/m, vo(x) = u~(x).  
Under this transformation, Assumptions (H1)-(H4) become 
(H1)' vo(x) • C2+"(R) n C(~) for some 0 < a < 1, vo(x) > 0 in R, -~  < 0; 
(H2)' (compatibility condition) vo(x) = 0, Av0 + av pl f~ v~ ~ dx = 0 on 0R; 
(H3)' Avo + av~ I ffl vq' dx > 0, z • R; 
(H4)' there exists a constant 5 > 51 such that 
/~V 0 "4- av~' /~  v~ 1 dx -- 5V~ '+ql > O, 
where ~1 = (IRia(pl + ql + r - 1)/r)((ql + r) / (pl  + 2q + r - 1)) (w+2a~+r-1)/(m+q~+r-1) 
Since v vanishes on boundary, we know that (2.1) is not strictly parabolic type. The standard 
parabolic theory (see [15,16]) cannot be used directly to give the local existence of the solution. 
To this end, we consider the regularized problem 
( ) v~ = (v~ + ¢)~ Av~ + av~ ~ vq~ I dx , x • R, T > O, 
V~(X,T)=O, X •0R,  T>0,  (2.2) 
v~(z,0) = vo(~), z • h,  
whereO<¢<l .  
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By Schauder's theory and Schauder's fixed-point heorem, we can prove that (2.2) admits a 
unique positive classical solution re, which is defined on ~ x [0, Te), here 0 < Te _< +c~. Moreover, 
we can yield that v . . . .  Aver C Ca(gl x (0, Te)) (see [12,17] for details). 
Since Te depends on ¢, we need to seek a common lower bound for all Te. To do so, let us 
consider the ordinary differential problem 
H'(T) = a[fll(H(T) + 1) v'+g'+r,  
H(0) = marx_ v0(z) > 0. 
xE~ 
(2.3) 
It is obvious that there exists a To > 0 such that (2.3) has a unique bounded positive solution 
H(~-) > 0 on [0, To]. We can easily verify that ve has the following properties (see [10,17] for 
details). 
(1) There exist a priori bounded function H(T), independent of ¢, such that re(x, ~) <_ H(T) 
on (~To. 
(2) There exists a bounded nonnegative function h(x, T) such that ve(x, T) >_ h(x, T) on QTo. 
(3) The solution of (2.2) satisfies vet _> 0 on QTo. 
(4) Denote vel, ve2 to be the solutions of (2.2) on QTo with ¢1 and ¢2, respectively, 0 < ¢2 < 
¢1 < 1, then ve 2 < vel on QTo" 
It follows from (1)-(4) that the point-wise limit 
V(X, T) = lim Ve(X, T) 
e---,O + 
(2.4) 
exists for all (x, ~-) E QTo. The following theorem shows that v(x, T) is a unique classical solution 
of (2.1), whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in [17] and Theorem 2.2 in [10]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that vo C C2+~(D) N C(~) and sat/sties (H1)'-(H3)', then the function 
v(x,-r) defined by (2.4) is the unique classical solution of (2.1). 
Noticing v = u m and by Theorem 2.1, we yield the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that u0 E C2+~(~) N C(~) and satisfies (H1)-(H3), then there exists 
a small constant o > 0 such that problem (1.1) admits a unique classical solution on ~t x [0, to]. 
3. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE AND BLOW-UP IN F IN ITE T IME 
In this section, we give some global existence and blow-up results of the solution of (1.1) by 
making use of sub and super solution techniques. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u(x,t)  be the solution of problem (1.1). 
(i) In case o[ p + q < m, then u(x, t) exists globally. 
(ii) In case of p + q = m and a is sut~ciently sma//, then u(x, t) exists globally. 
PROOF. Let ¢(x) be the unique solution of the following elliptic problem: 
A¢(x)  = -1 ,  x ~ a,  
¢(z)  ---- K0 > 1, z e 0~, (3.1) 
where K0 is a positive number. Obviously, we have maxxe(~ b(x) = K _> Ko > 1. 
Set w(x, t) = M(¢(x) )  1/m, M > 0 is to be determined later. A series computations yields 
I" 
Aw m - aw p /~ w q dx = M m - aMP+q(¢(x)) p/m ./o(~(x))q/m dx Wt 
>_ M m _ aMP+q K(P+q)/m]~[. 
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(i) In case of p + q < m, choose M1 > 0 such that M~ n - aMP+qK(P+q)/m[~[ > O, i.e., 
M1 >_ [aK(P+q)/ra}121] 1/(ra-v-q), we have 
- Aw m - aw p/~ w q dx >_ O. Wt 
Therefore, w(x, t) is an upper solution of (1.1) provided that 
M > max {M1, KoWmm~uo(x)} .  
(ii) In case o fp  + q = m, choose a < [K[~2]] -1, we have 
- Awra - aw p ~ w q dx > O. Wt 
Therefore, w(x, t) is an upper solution of (1.1) provided that 
M > Ko l /mmaxuo(x) .  
xE~ 
By Lemma 2.1, we know that u(x, t) <_ w(x, t), i.e., u(x, t) exists globally. 
REMARK 3.1. Our results are consistent with [18], where the equation ut = A(~(u)) + F(u) was 
considered, F(u) <_ C(1 + [~(u)[~). In [18], in case of 0 < a < 1, then all solutions are global; 
and in case of c~ = 1 and the spacial domain is sufficiently small, then all solutions are again 
global. Theorem 3.1 implies that either local source or nonlocal source plays a similar role in the 
solutions of porous medium equations. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u(x,t) be the solution of problem (1.1), p + q > m. 
(i) u(z,t)  exists globally provided that uo(z) <_ [ag(P+q)/ml~'~[]l/(p+q-ra)(~(x))l/ra. 
(ii) u(x, t) blows up in finite time provided that uo(x) is sufficiently large. 
PROOF. 
(i) Set ff)(x,t) = L(¢(x)) i/m, L > 0 is to be determined, ¢(x) is given by (3.1). Computing 
directly shows 
- A+ m - a+ p .~ +q dx = L m - aLP+q(~b(x)) p/ra ./o(~(x))q/ra dx flit 
>_ Lra - aLP+q K(P+q)/m[~t]. 
By Lra-aLP+qK(v+q)/ml~ ] -- 0, we get L = [aK(P+q)/mt~l]-l/(p+q-m). Hence, ~ is an up- 
per solution of (1.1) provided that uo(x) <_ ff~(x, t) <_ [aK(P+q)/m[~[]-l/(p+q-ra)(~(x))l/ra. 
(ii) We use an idea from Souplet [12] and apply it to degenerate equations. Since problem (1.1) 
does not a priori make sense for negative values of u, we actually consider the following 
problem: 
- -  AU ra = au p /~ u q + dx, x E gt, t > O, 
I *  
Ut 
git 
u(x, t) = 0, x • 0~t, t > 0, (3.2) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), x • ft. 
Let ~ E C1(~), ~(x) > 0, ~(x) ~ 0, and ~[o~ = 0. By translation, we may assume 
without loss of generality that 0 C gt and ~(0) > 0. 
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Set 
with 
I yl/m ( Ixl ~ 
z(x,t)  - (T -  t)'~ (T - t )  ~1 '  
A y2 
Y(y) = 1 + ~ - 2--A' Y >- 0, 
where 7, a > 0, A > 1, and 0 < T < 1 are to be determined. Note that  
suppz( . , t )  = B (O,R(T - t) ~) C B (O, RT  a) C a, 
for sufficiently small T > 0 with R = (A(2 + A)) 1/2. 
Denote y = Ixl/(T - t )  ~, calculating directly, we obtain 
zt(x,t) " Tvl/m(Y) + YY'(Y)Y(1-m)/m m(T - t)~+l ' -Azm(x ' t )  - 
If 0 _< y _< A, we have 1 _< V(y) <_ 1 + A/2 and V'(y) <_ O, then 
vP/ (y) 
M > 
- (T -  t)~(p+q)-Na' 
where M = fB(O,R) V~ -/m(l~l) d~. 
Hence, 
zt - Az  m - z p ~ z~_ dx < 
N/A  
(T - t) m'~+2° 
dx 
7(1 + A/2) 1/m N/A  M 
(T - t)~+l + (T - t) m~+2~ (T - t)'dp+q)-Na" 
If y > A, we have V(y) < 1 and V'(y) <: -1 ,  then 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
zt - Az  m - z p /a  z~_ dx <_ ~/-  aA /m N/A  
(T - t) ~'+1 -~- (T - t) m'~+2~ " (3.5) 
Since p + q > m > 1, we can choose a > 0, which is sufficiently small, such that 
Choosing V > 0 satisfies 
1 - 2a 1 (N + 2)a - - > - - >  
m-1 p+q-1  p+q-m 
1 - 2or 1 
<~i '< 
m-1 . p+q-1  
then we have 
~/(q + q) - Na  > V + 1, ~/(p + q) - Na  > rnv + 2a, V + 1 >mv + 2a. 
Select A > max{l ,  mv/a} ,  then, for T > 0 sufficiently small, (3.3)-(3.5) imply that 
- Azm - zP ffa z~_ dz <_ O, (z,t) e ~ x (0, T). Zt 
Since ~(0) > 0 and ~ is continuous, there' exist two positive numbers p and e > 0 such that 
~(x) >_ c, for all x E B(0, p) C gt. Taking T small enough to insure B(0, RT a) C B(0, p), and 
hence, z < 0 on (0, T) x 0~. From (3.3), it follows that z(x, 0) _</l:/~(x) for sufficiently large/l:/. 
By Lemma 2.1, we have z < u provided that uo(x) >_ lf/I~(x) and u can exist no later than t = T. 
This shows that u blows up in finite time. 
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4. BLOW-UP RATE 
In this section, we first show the blow-up rate of the solution of problem (2.1), which gives 
the blow-up rate of u(x,t) immediately. Suppose that the solution of (2.1) blows up at finite 
time T** and set V(T) = V(X(T), T) = maxx~(~ v(z,-r), then we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that vo(x) satisfies (H1)'-(H4)', then there exists a positive constant Kt 
such that 
V(7) > KI(T** - T) -1/(pl+ql+r-1). (4.1) 
PROOF. By the equation in (2.1) and Av(x(T), T) < 0, we have ([15, Theorem 4.5]) 
v ' ( ; )  <_ aV "+pl /~ uq' dx <_ alalVP~+q~+'(;) ,  a.e. 
Hence, ( )' 
- VO-P'-ql-r)(~') ~- alal (Pl + ql + r). (4.2) 
Integrating (4.2) over (% T**), we obtain 
V(~-) > [a (pl + ql + r)lal] -'/(p'+q'+~-l) (T** - T) -1/(pl+q;+r-1) 
Setting K1 = [a(pl + ql + r)lfll] -1/(p~+q~+r-1), we draw the conclusion. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that vo(x) satisfies (H1)'-(H4)', then there exists a constant 5 >_ 51, which 
is defined in (H4)', such that 
V~ -- 5V plTql+r ~ O, (X, T) E QT**. (4.3) 
PROOF. S inceq l / (p l+2q l+r -1 )+(p l+q l+r -1 ) / (p l+2q l+r -1 )= l (not i cep+q>m 
implies P] + ql > 1), by virtue of Young's inequality, we have 
vpl+ql+r-1 (/12vPl+2q,+r-ldx)q'/(Pl+2ql+r-1) 
Pl + ql + r - 1 (OvPl+q~+r_l)(p~+2q~+r-1)/(p,+q~+r-1) (4.4) <- 
q ql ~-(pl+2ql+r-1)/ql [ vPl+2ql+r-1 dx, 
Pl + 2ql + r -  1 Ya 
where 0 = ((ql + r)/(pl + 2ql + r - 1))q~/(P~+2ql+'-l)l~lq~(P'+q~+'-l)/(P'+2q~+'-lP. 
H61der's inequality implies 
~vqldx~_[~l(P l+ql+r-1) / (P l+2ql+r-1)(~vPl+2ql+r- ldxl  q'/(pl+2ql+r-1) . (4.5) 
Set J(x, ~-) = v~ - 5v p'+q'+~, a straightforward computation yields 
dr -v r /k J -  (2 rSvm+qi+r - l+ap lvP l+r - l fvq ldx)  J -aq ivP i+r /~ v q ~ - l J d x J ~  
= rv - l J  2 + 6(pl + ql + r)(pl + ql + r - 1)vP~+q~+2r-21Vvl 2 + r52v 2p~+2q~+2~-1 
+aqlSvP~+~/vp,+2q,+~-ldx-aS(ql+r)v2p~+q'+2~-l/avq~dx 
~ r52v2p~+2q1+2r-1 + aqlSvp,+r/~ )pl+2ql+r-1 dx 
- a6(ql + r)v 2m+q~+2r-1 ~ v q~ dx 
~ (~ (r(~ --a(pl q- ql +r - -  1)e (pl+2ql+r-1)2/(ql(pl+ql+r-`))) v2pl + 2ql + 2r -1 ' 
\ / 
= r5(5 - 51)v 2"1+2q1+2"-1 
>0.  
(using (4.4) and (4.5)) 
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Not ic ing that  J(x, T) = O, x E O~ and J(x, O) > O, x E fl (using cond i t ion  (H4) ' ) ,  by Lemma 2.1, 
we obta in  J _> 0, (x, ~-) E QT...  
I n tegrat ing  (4.3) over (T, T**), we have 
v(x ,T )<[5(p l+q l+r ) ] - l / (p l+q l+r -1 ) (T** - - z ) - l / (p l+q l+r -1 ) ,  (X,T) e f~x(O,T** ) .  (4.6) 
Set t ing /(2 = [5(pl + ql + r)] -1/(p'+ql+r-1) and combin ing (4.1) w i th  (4.6), we obta in  the  
following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Conditions (H1)~-(H4) ' hold and the solution of problem (2.1) 
blows up in f inite time. Then there  exist two positive constant K1, K2 such that  
K1 (T** - T) -1/(p'+q'+r-1) <_ V(T) <_ K2(T** - ~ . ) - l / (p ,+q,+~- l ) ,  (4.7) 
where T** is the  blow-up t ime of v(x, T). 
Subst i tu t ing  r = (m - 1)/m, Pi -- p /m,  ql = q/m, v = u m, T = mt into (4.7), we get the  
following. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that  conditions (H1)-(H4) hold and the solution of problem (1.1) 
blows up in finite time. Then there exist two positive constant e l ,  C2 such that 
C1 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-1) <_ mR:x_ u (x , t )  <_ C2 (T* - t) -1/(p+q-1) , 
xE~ 
where T* = (lira)T** is the blow-up time o fu(x , t )  and 
C1 = K~/mm -1/(p+q-1), C2 = KUmm -1/(p+q-1). 
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